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Video
Worksheet

1. How are books and patterns usually organized in a fabric store?

2. Do patterns have to be used just for what is pictured?

3. Fabric comes wrapped around cardboard and is called a            of material?

4. What important information can you learn from the label on the end of a bolt?

5. List three items you might find in the notions area of the fabric store.

6. Most sewing projects require about how much thread?

7. List three items you might find in the crafts department of a fabric store.

8. Sewing classes help you learn basics such as:

9. What is a serger?
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Key

1. How are books and patterns usually organized in a fabric store?
Books and patterns are usually organized by company, such as Vogue, McCalls, or

Simplicity and by category, such as dresses, costumes, or sportswear.

2. Do patterns have to be used just for what is pictured?
No.  The pattern gives you an outline, but you choose the fabric, size, and options such as

sleeve or pants length.  That's the fun and creative part of sewing!

3. Fabric comes wrapped around cardboard and is called a  bolt  of material?

4. What important information can you learn from the label on the end of a bolt?
The label on the bolt tells you what the fabric is made of, how to take care of it, the width

of the fabric (usually 45 to 60 inches), and the price per yard.

5. List three items you might find in the notions area of the fabric store.
Student should list items such as thread, buttons, zippers, trim, cutting tools, snaps,

stuffing, and elastic.

6. Most sewing projects require about how much thread?
One spool of thread.

7. List three items you might find in the crafts department of a fabric store.
Student should list items such as paints, pens, beads, glitter, and glue.

8. Sewing classes help you learn basics such as:
How to use a sewing machine, how to get a good fit, or how to paint fabric.

9. What is a serger?
A serger is a type of sewing machine that cuts off the excess fabric and can do rolled or

other edges and hems.


